Head Band & Scarf
knitted in Drops Andes

By special permission. Copyright DROPS DESIGN A/S. DROPS pattern no. an-036
‘EYES ON ME’
Knitted head band and scarf in moss st in Drops Andes. By special permission. Copyright DROPS DESIGN A/S DROPS pattern no. an-036

HEAD BAND:

SIZE:
One size - head circumference approx. 54 - 58 cm

MATERIALS:
• Drops Andes (65% Wool, 35% Aplaca Super Chunky yarn, available in 100g balls):
  100 g colour no 3740, coral
• A pair of 7mm knitting needles - or size needed to get 12 sts x 20 rows in moss st = 10 x 10 cm.
• A stitch holder.

PATTERN INFORMATION:
MOSS ST:
Row 1: * K 1, P 1 *, repeat from *-*.
Row 2: K over P and P over K. Repeat 2nd row.

HEAD BAND - INSTRUCTIONS:
Worked back and forth on needle.
Cast on 16 sts on needle size 7 mm with Andes.
Work MOSS ST - see explanation above.
REMEMBER THE KNITTING TENSION!
When piece measures 20 cm, continue with moss st over the first 8 sts for 9 cm from where it was divided – adjust so that last row is from WS.
Cut the yarn.
Slip these 8 sts on a stitch holder.
Work in moss st over the last 8 sts for 9 cm from where it was divided – adjust so that last row is from WS.
Work from RS over the 8 sts needle as before, then over the 8 sts from stitch holder so that the two parts cross = 16 sts on needle.
Continue in moss st until piece measures approx. 50 cm.
Cast off sts with K over P and P over K.
Sew tog short sides with mattress sts.

SCARF:

SIZE:
Width: 33 cm  Length: approx. 160 cm

MATERIALS:
• Drops Andes:
  200 g colour no 3740, coral
  200 g colour no 0206, light beige
  200 g colour no 0619, beige
  100 g colour no 0100, off white
• A pair of 10mm knitting needles - or size needed to get 9 sts x 16 rows in moss st = 10 x 10 cm.

PATTERN INFORMATION:
MOSS ST:
Row 1: * K 1, P 1 *, repeat from *-*.
Row 2: K over P and P over K. Repeat 2nd row.

STRIPES:
20 cm light beige
12 cm beige
20 cm coral
12 cm off white
20 cm beige
12 cm coral
20 cm light beige
12 cm off white
Repeat stripes until finished measurements.

SCARF - INSTRUCTIONS:
Cast on 30 sts on 10mm needles light beige.
Work in MOSS ST and STRIPES - see explanation above.
REMEMBER THE KNITTING TENSION!
When piece measures 160 cm, cast off P over K and K over P, adjust after a whole stripes.
FRINGES:
Insert fringes in every 3rd st at the bottom along cast-on edge. Use left-over yarn.
1 FRINGE = Cut 3 lengths of 35 cm each.
Fold them double and pull the loop through a st and then pull yarn ends through the loop.
Do the same on cast-off edge.